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Theoretical ab initio study of the electronic states of KrH and KrH ¿:
Quantum defect and complex coordinate calculations on the Rydberg
states of KrH
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Potential energy curves have been calculated for the ground and excited electronic states of KrH and
the cation KrH1 by ab initio configuration interaction calculations using effective core potentials for
Kr. Quantum defect functions have been determined from theab initio potentials of the low-lying
Rydberg states of KrH and potential energy curves have been generated for highern (s,p,d)
Rydberg states. The resulting bound–bound transition energies are in excellent agreement with
experimental data. The interaction of the 5p B 2P state with the 5s and 5p A 2S andC 2S1 states
and their predissociation byX 2S1 has been treated by multistate complex scaling calculations for
both KrH and KrD. Much larger predissociation widths are obtained in KrH than in KrD, in
agreement with experimental observations. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is continuing interest in the Rydberg spectra
diatomic rare-gas hydrides,1,2 since the first observation o
the Rydberg spectra of ArH.3 With a single electron outside
stable closed-shell cation core, these systems have repu
ground electronic states with only shallow van der Wa
minima and stacks of bound Rydberg states4 and for this
reason they are also called Rydberg molecules.5 This typical
picture of the potential energy curves of the electronic sta
of rare-gas hydrides was also found for KrH which is t
system of interest in the present work.Ab initio calculations6

showed that the ground state of KrH is repulsive and it is
lower state in the observed bound-repulsive spectra of
system,7 while the corresponding lower state for the bound
bound Rydberg spectra is the first excited state of K
A 2S1. The possibility that the ground state was the low
state of the observed bound–bound spectra had been o
nally proposed5,8 but in subsequent work theA 2S1 state
was given as the lowest bound state of KrD, in agreem
with theab initio calculations.6 The first bound–bound Ryd
berg spectra of KrH and KrD were reported in 1988 by Da
rowski et al.8 where an analysis of the observed spectra
analogy of the observed levels with the spectrum of Rb g
reasonable assignments but could not account for obse
bands at 5200 cm21.8 In more recent work by Dabrowsk
and Sadowski9 additional emission bands of KrD were an
lyzed and the series previously labeled asnd (2S1, 2P, 2D)
was recognized as the Rydberg series ofnp complexes while
the previously assignednp 2P→A 2S1 bands8 were as-
signed asnd 2P→A 2S1.

It is possible to assign many of the observed bands
the spectra of rare-gas hydrides in terms of case~b! states,
2000021-9606/2003/119(4)/2004/10/$20.00
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e.g., 2S1, 2P. However, in other cases as, for examp
bands arising from thenp and then f states of KrD9,10 and
also of ArH and ArD,11 it is necessary to describe these sta
in terms of case~d! l -complexes in order to explain th
rotational structure of the observed spectra. For thenp with
n.5 states of KrD the analysis requires case~d! p-
complexes.9,10 For the 5p level, 2S1 and 2P states have
been identified and the complex fit and the two isola
states fit to the observed levels have been reported to b
similar quality, with the intensities favoring thep-complex
description.9 The 5p 2P state has been found to be a case~a!
state in the analysis of the 4d 2D→5p 2P band.10

The strong coupling of these states of the rare-
hydrides giving rise tol -complexes has been attribute
mainly to the large dipole moment of the core cation.12,13

Dabrowski and Sadowski have reviewed the phenomeno
l uncoupling using the effectivel -complex Hamiltonian
approach,9,10 while Jungen and Roche13 have analyzed the
4 f complexes of ArH and KrH using multichannel quantu
defect theory and reproduced the fine structure of the
served levels.

As described above, experimental levels exist for a co
plete set of low-n components of thes, p, d, and f Rydberg
series of KrD and they may be used along with the ionizat
potential of the lowest bound level to construct the ent
electronic Rydberg structure of this system.9,10 This experi-
mental information may also be employed, along withab
initio calculations of the potential energy curves of the low
lying Rydberg states and those of the relevant ionic limits
generate using quantum defect theory potential ene
curves and rotational–vibrational levels for the entire ma
fold of Rydberg states of a particularll symmetry.14 How-
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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ever, in the analyses of the observed spectra,8–10 the nature
of the lowest bound state,A 2S1, was left as an open ques
tion, i.e., whether it iss or d, or most likely a mixeds1d
state.8,9 In theab initio calculations the character of this sta
was obtained as Rydbergs with dissociation limits of ground
state Kr plus H* (2s 2S)6. The assignment of thel character
of the lower states will of course determine thel assignment
of the higher states generated by a quantum defect calc
tion.

The general question of the character of the Rydb
states of rare gas hydrides, or whether they are better
scribed as (RgH1)e2 or as (Rg1H)e2, has been addresse
by Jungenet al.,15 who estimate on the basis of ionizatio
potentials and polarizabilities of the atoms involved that
most appropriate description is in terms of protonated r
gas atom with an associated electron, i.e. (RgH1)e2, for the
equilibrium region of the Rydberg states of all the RgH s
tems with Rg5He to Xe. Ab initio calculations on these
systems,4,6,14,16–18have found interactions between the e
cited H and the excited Rg states, which are manifested
avoided crossings in the potential energy curves, espec
those of the larger systems. In addition since the spher
symmetry is broken,l -mixing is allowed and it has bee
found to be important in the Rydberg spectra of ArH, Kr
and KrD.9–13 At larger internuclear distances than the eq
librium region, e.g., at 5.0 bohr, the lowest excited states
best described by a charge transfer character, Rg1H2 as
found, for example, in the lowest excited states of ArH a
XeH,17,18in good agreement with existing experimental me
surements of the electronic–vibrational transitions of hyd
gen in solid noble gases.19 This ion pair character is no
found in the lower-lying states at the equilibrium or Rydbe
region, but it will cause a series of avoided crossings in
potentials of the Rydberg states. Recent theoretical calc
tions on the Kr1H2 dimer, without taking into account th
interaction with the Rydberg states, obtained for the Kr1H2

states minima of 5.0–5.1 eV at Kr–H distances of 2.4–
Å.20 Thus a theoretical determination of the potential ene
curves of the electronic states of KrH must account for
the possible contributions to the character of the electro
states at different internuclear distances for a reason
complete description of the electronic states of this syste

The excited states of KrH and to a smaller extent of K
are expected to be predissociated by interaction with the
pulsive ground state, by analogy with the other RgH (
5He, Ne, and Ar! systems. Generally stronger spectra a
obtained for KrD than KrH and this difference has been
tributed to differing extents of predissociation in the tw
systems.8 A width of 0.5 cm21 was reported for the observe
bands involving theA 2S1 state of KrH, whereas the corre
sponding lines in the deuteride were sharp.8 Indeed almost
all of the reported bands are for the Rydberg spectra
KrD.8–10

In the present work, a theoretical study on the Rydb
states of KrH is presented. Potential energy curves are d
mined with ab initio multireference through double excita
tion configuration interaction~MRDCI! calculations.21–23

Predissociation of the lower-lying states of KrH and KrD,
well as the possible existence of a 5p complex made up of
Downloaded 08 Dec 2008 to 194.177.215.121. Redistribution subject to A
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the 32S1 and 12P states, is investigated by multistate com
plex scaling calculations,14,24 where the interactions betwee
the X 2S1, A 2S1, 3 2S1, and 12P states of theab initio
calculations are taken into account simultaneously.

Second, theab initio potentials of the lower-lyingnl
states along with the ground state of the cation KrH1 ~see
below! are employed for a quantum defect analysis, yield
potential energy curves of higher lyingnl Rydberg states of
KrH. In order to account for the interaction between t
H* 1Kr and the H1Kr* states it is necessary to use in a
dition an excited electronic state of the cation. The cations
rare gas hydrides, including KrH1, have been studied by
variety of methods. The main objective of the studies
KrH1 has been the determination of the ground st
potentials25–28 and there is very little published informatio
on the excited states, either experimental or theoretical
the recent theoretical work on the charge transfer states20 it is
stated that the calculated excited states of KrH1 are un-
bound. In the present work, in addition to the calculations
KrH, potential energy curves of the ground stateX 1S1 as
well as excited singlet and triplet electronic states of KrH1

have been calculated in order to obtain the appropriate io
limits for the quantum defect calculations and also in ord
to determine whether any bound or metastable excited e
tronic states of this system exist.

II. CALCULATIONS

A. Ab initio calculations

Ab initio MRDCI calculations have been carried out o
electronic states of KrH and the cation KrH1, for internu-
clear distances between 2.0 and 10.0 bohr.

The same AO basis set was employed for the calcu
tions on both KrH and KrH1. For theK andL shells of Kr,
effective core potentials have been employed.29 The valence
AO basis set employed for Kr is that of Hurleyet al.,29 un-
contracted and augmented with diffuse and polarizat
functions, s ~exponent 0.026!, p ~0.0245! and d
~1.0,0.43,0.0212!. The AO basis set for hydrogen is th
(6s/4s)30 augmented with twop polarization functions~ex-
ponents 0.7 and 0.2! and two s ~0.025 and 0.007!, two p
~0.03, 0.006! and oned ~0.013! diffuse functions. In this
manner,s, p, andd Rydberg states, correlating with excite
states of both Kr and H at the dissociation limits may
calculated.

The calculations have been carried out inC2V symmetry,
where the2S1 and the2D states are obtained as2A1 , and the
2P states as2B1 , for KrH and similarily for the cation but
with singlet and triplet spin multiplicity states.

The MRDCI calculations on KrH1 employed the mo-
lecular orbitals of the ground stateX 1S1 (X 1A1) as the
one-electron basis and eight-electron CI calculations. F
roots of1A1 symmetry and four roots of1B1 have been cal-
culated for KrH1, employing 24 and 13 reference config
rations, respectively, with respect to which all single a
double excitations gave rise to the configuration functions
the space of the CI calculations~121 838 for the1A1 and
81 916 for the1B1 calculations!.

Nine roots of2A1 symmetry and six roots of2B1 have
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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been calculated for KrH, with MRDCI calculations emplo
ing 63 and 47 reference configurations, respectively, an
selection threshold of 0.1mH. The molecular orbitals of the
ground stateX 2S1 (X 2A1) served as the one-electron bas
and nine-electron CI calculations were carried out. The c
culated energies were extrapolated to zero threshold a
full-CI correction31 was made.

At each internuclear distance in addition to the energ
dipole transition moments between the different states
rotational–electronic coupling matrix elements between
2A1 and the2B1 states have also been calculated. Rad
coupling matrix elements have also been calculated betw
pairs of the first three2A1 states using the finite difference
method incorporated in the MRDCI programs.32 It is ex-
pected that the radial coupling matrix elements thus ca
lated for states of KrH will not be as accurate as they w
for HeH33 and NeH,14 because with increasing size of th
system it becomes difficult to calculate them very precisel34

However, it is hoped that, as was the case in ArH,34 the
relative importance of predissociation in the three lowest
cited electronic states between the hydride and the deute
will be revealed.

B. Quantum defect calculations

As mentioned in the Introduction, analyses of the Ry
berg spectra of KrH have produced energy levels fors, p, d,
and f states as well as the ionization energy of the low
bound state.8–10 In the present work the calculatedab initio
potential energy curves of the lowestnl members of thes,
p, andd Rydberg states of KrH and the ground state of
cation are employed to generate quantum defect funct
over the different values of internuclear distance, and sub
quently to generate potential energy curves for the high
lying Rydberg states. Details of the theory and the meth
have been presented previously.14,35

The potential energy curvesE(R) of the ll Rydberg
states converging on the positive ion potentialVi

1(R) are
related to the quantum defect functionh i l l(R), determined
by

tanph i~R!1
tanpn i~R!

Al i
~n i~R!!

50, ~1!

whereR is the internuclear distance,

n i~R!5@2~Vi
1~R!2E~R!!#21/2, ~2!

and the factor@Al i
(n i(R))#21 serves to eliminate solution

with l i,ni ,

Al i
~n i~R!!5)

k50

l i S 12
k2

n i
2D . ~3!

The label ll is symbolic because the Born
Oppenheimer quantum defects belong tol -mixed states. In
the present work, as was done previously in a similar ca
lation on NeH,14 the states are labeled according to th
predominantl character.

Equation~1! is employed first, with theab initio poten-
tials for the lowestn ll states substituted forE(R), for the
determination of the quantum defect functions. The hig
Downloaded 08 Dec 2008 to 194.177.215.121. Redistribution subject to A
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Rydberg states are calculated subsequently, again using
1, but this time by introducing the calculated quantum def
functions and varyingE(R), at eachR specified to find those
energies which satisfy the equation.

In general, there is some energy dependence in the q
tum defects calculated as above and this may be incorpor
by using in addition the potential energy curves of the sec
lowest n ll states, in theh i l l(R) functions and the subse
quent calculation of higher Rydberg states.

Further details of the quantum defect calculations of
present work shall be presented along with their results.

C. Complex scaling calculations

The ab initio potential energy curves of theX 2S1,
A 2S1, 3 2S1, and 12P states and their interaction matri
elements, radial coupling for2S1-2S1 and rotational–
electronic coupling for2S1-2P, calculated at differentR,
are employed for a four-state complex coordinate calcu
tion. Vibrational levels of the interacting states and their p
dissociation widths are calculated, in both KrH and KrD, f
different rotational levels, taking values fromJ51 to J
550. The method employed involves the diagonilization o
complex Hamiltonian matrix where all the possible intera
tions have been included. Details of the method can be fo
elsewhere,14,24,36with only a brief outline given here.

The transformation of the nuclear coordinateR→r
5Reiu with u real, allows the calculation of energies an
widths of predissociation resonances in terms of square i
grable functions. A complex eigenvalue problem is solve

uH= 2z= u50, ~4!

wherez= is the diagonal matrix of complex eigenvalues. T
resonances correspond to the eigenvalueszk which are stable
with respect to variations inu and

zk5Ek2
i

2
Gk ~5!

with Ek the energy position andGk the linewidth of the reso-
nance. The predissociation lifetimet in seconds is obtained
from the linewidthG in atomic units using

t5
2.418 88310217

G
. ~6!

The Hamiltonian matrix in Eq.~4! consists of blocksH= IJ

whereI ,J stand for the different electronic states. A basis
of harmonic oscillator functions is employed, and the
quired integrals are evaluated analytically for the kinetic e
ergy and numerically for the potential energy operator.14,24,36

Equation~4! is set up and solved for a given basis s
size at different values ofu and the stable eigenvalueszk

with respect tou correspond to the required resonances. C
vergence with respect to the basis set size is also sou
After exploratory convergence calculations with differe
numbers of basis functions, a basis set of 120 Hermite p
nomials for each electronic state has been employed for
present calculations on KrH and KrD. The eigenvalues
stable foru values up to 10. These results will be presen
in subsequent sections.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Potential energy curves

An overview of the potential energy curves of the ele
tronic states of KrH and KrH1 calculated in the present wor
is given in Fig. 1. As shown therein, the ground state of K
is repulsive. The present calculations obtain for the grou
state potential a minimum of 137 cm21 at 6.4 bohr compared
to the experimental value for the well depth of 48 cm21 at
Rm of 6.75 bohr. The excited states of KrH have Rydbe
minima at an internuclear distance of 2.7 bohr and their
tential energy curves closely resemble that of the gro
state of KrH1. At larger internuclear distances the potent
energy curves of the excited states of KrH have avoid
crossings resulting from interactions of states with differ
character, including interactions with the ion pair Kr1H2

states, which are the lowest excited2S1 and 2P states of
KrH at R larger than 4.5 bohr.

The singlet and triplet electronic states of the cat
KrH1 are also plotted in Fig. 1. As shown, the ground st
is the only state of KrH1 with a substantial minimum. The
calculated potential energy curve for the ground stateX 1S1

has r e of 2.668 bohr~1.412 Å!, De of 4.74 eV andve of
2508 cm21, vexe of 43 cm21, obtained from a fit to vibra-
tional levels calculated with this potential. These values
close to experimental (De54.81 eV, r e51.4212 Å, ve

52494 cm21, vexe548.53 cm21)25,26 and other theoretica
values (De54.81 eV, r e51.419 Å, ve52561 cm21, vexe

549 cm21).27

The dissociation limit of the ground state of KrH1 is
Kr(4p6 1S)1H1. The next higher dissociation limit
Kr1 (4p5 2P)1H ~is 2S), is very close to the first limit,
lying at 3292 cm21 above it. With this limit correlate state
1S1, 3S1, 1P, and3P, which are all repulsive~see Fig. 1!.
The lowest of these states is the second ionic limit, which
reflected in the character and the potential energy curve
some of the Rydberg states of KrH at largeR ~e.g., the sec-
ond and fourth2P states of KrH atR larger than 4.5 bohr!.
The next higher excited states, above the four repuls

FIG. 1. Ab initio potential energy curves for electronic states of KrH a
KrH1. Solid solid circles stand for2S1 states, open circles for2P, and
solid triangles for2D.
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states correlate with dissociation limits Kr11H* and Kr*
1H1. Their potential energy curves resemble those of
Rydberg states of the neutral molecule~see Fig. 1!, with
minima at the KrH1 ground state equilibrium bond length
However, in this case the minima are only local minima a
the states are metastable. The deepest wells are calculate
the 21P and 23P states, with depths of 1.27 eV at 2.8 bo
and 1.38 eV at 2.7 bohr, respectively, with respect to
barriers found in their potential energy curves at 4.8 boh

A close-up of the potentials of the excited states of K
is given in Fig. 2, where the ionic limits are also plotted. A
shown in Fig. 2, the excited states all have similar minima
R of 2.7 bohr. At largerR, there are avoided crossings wit
states of different character~see Fig. 2!. As mentioned above
the two lowest excited states at internuclear distance la
than 4.5 bohr are the Kr1H2 2S1 and 2P states. The2P
charge transfer state, is clearly indicated. It has a wide m
mum at 4.6–4.8 bohr and rises sharply at shorter distan
crossing the stack of2P Rydberg states~avoided crossings in
the adiabatic description!. The corresponding2S1 state, is
not manifested as clearly, with no obvious minimum in t
adiabatic state~cf. Fig. 2! but rather a shoulder between 4
and 6.0 bohr. It may be roughly followed in the set
avoided crossings of the higher Rydberg2S states, running
parallel to2P Kr1H2. However, within the nine1A1 roots
calculated it was not possible to follow this state~as was
possible for the2P Kr1H2) at short bond lengths and a
energies higher than the ground state potential of KrH1 ~see
Fig. 2!. The vertical transition energy from the ground sta
at 4.7 bohr is 7.90 eV and 8.20 eV for the2S1 and the2P
Kr1H2 states, respectively. There are no experimental d
for the diatomic Kr1H2 exciplex and the observed emissio
of hydrogen-doped solid krypton matrices has been att
uted to (Kr6H)* and (Kr2

1H2)* .19 The present results are i
agreement with previous theoretical calculations on Kr1H2,
yielding vertical transition energies from the ground state
7.91, 7.97, and 8.54 eV withR0 of 4.72, 4.54, and 4.54 boh
for the states correlating with the limits Kr1 3/2, 3/2, and
1/2, respectively.20

FIG. 2. Ab initio potential energy curves for excited electronic states
KrH.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Observed levels in KrD~Ref. 9! andab initio vertical transition energies and radiative transition probabilities at Kr–H distance of 2.7 boh
transitions from higher excited states to theA 2S1 state in KrH.

Present work~ab initio! Present work

Observed levels~Ref. 9! Upper state DE (cm21) Jungenet al. ~Ref. 15! Trans. prob. (s21)

25 030 9p 5 2P p 25 149 0.159E108
24 266 7d 2P
23 920 8pb

23 324 5f
22 614 6d 2P
21 950 7pb 0.405E107

2 2D d 22 762
21 413 6d 2S1 7 2S1 (s1p1d)c 22 768
20 845 4f 207 18–207 62d

20 370 7s 2S1

19 425 5d 2P 4 2P d 21 421 0.289E106
17 840 6pb 6 2S1 (s1p) 17 165 0.396E107
17 840 6pb 3 2P (p1d) 17 055 0.285E105
16 580 5d 2S1 5 2S1 (s1p1d)c 15 950 0.669E105
14 250 4d 2D 1 2D d 14 850 144 97
14 205 6s 2S1 4 2S1 (d1s1p)c 13 404 147 68 0.658E104
12 280 4d 2P 2 2P (d1p) 13 141 11 494 0.364E107
7216 5p 2P 1 2P (p1d) 6793 8024 0.801E107
6480 5p 2S1 3 2S1 p1s 5853 5461 0.279E107
0 5s, 4d 2S1 A 2S1 s 0a 1358

aCalculated total energy for theA 2S1 state at 2.7 bohr is218.572 228 hartree and for the ground stateX 2S218.681 158 hartree.
bEP2ES : 9.5, 28.7, and 102.4 cm21 for the 8p, 7p, and 6p complexes, respectively~Ref. 9!.
cs↔d reassignment of experimental levels.
dReference 13.
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As shown in Fig. 2, in the present work, six2S1, five
2P and two2D Rydberg states of KrH have been obtained
the ab initio calculations. In Table I, the observed levels
KrD9 are given along with the transition energies and rad
tive lifetimes for bound–bound transitions to the lowest e
cited electronic state of KrH,A 2S1, of the presentab initio
calculations and transition energies calculated by Jun
et al.15 The observedn f levels have been included in Table
for completeness,f -type Rydberg states have not been c
culated in the present work. Thel -character of theab initio
states calculated in the present work is also indicated in
second column of Table I, where for mixed-l states the pre-
dominant character is given first. As shown, the theoret
transition energies of the present work are very close to
theoretical values of Jungenet al.15 They are also in reason
able agreement with the experimental values and with m
recent assignment of thenp 2S1 and2P levels and thend
2P and2D levels.9 However, according to the present calc
lations theA 2S1 state hass character, 42S1 has predomi-
nantly d character and 52S1 has s character, while Dab-
rowski et al.8–10 considerA 2S1 as either 5s or 4d and they
would favor it to have a 4d-mixed-with-s character. In addi-
tion, they assign as 6s and 5d the levels corresponding to th
fourth 2S1 and fifth 2S1 states, respectively~see Table I!.
The presentab initio results obtain the three 4d states (22P,
4 2S1 and 12D) in sequence and below the 6s 5 2S1 state.

As shown in Table I, some of the observedns, np, and
nd levels are missing~e.g., 7p 2P and 8p 2S1, 2P states in
thenp manifold! in theab initio calculations. In general, it is
difficult to calculate byab initio methods the higher-lying
roots of a given symmetry, and a large number of diffu
functions are required for the Rydberg states, which may l
Downloaded 08 Dec 2008 to 194.177.215.121. Redistribution subject to A
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to linear dependencies, if diffuse functions are used on b
centers. A more natural calculation of the higher-lying Ry
berg states is possible with a quantum defect method, ba
on the potentials of the lower members of eachnl series and
the potential of the relevant ionic limit. The results of qua
tum defect calculations on the Rydberg states of KrH
described in the next section.

B. Results of the quantum defect calculations

The ab initio energies of the lowestnll states at differ-
ent R have been employed for the calculation of quantu
defects as described previously in Sec. II B. For the quan
defects of thens Rydberg states, theab initio potential of the
A 2S1 state was employed as 5s and it was shifted by
20.006 812 hartree in order to fit the experimental ionizat
energy of 27 727 cm21. Theab initio potential of the 32S1

and 12P 5p states, shifted by20.004 076 and20.004 726
hartree, respectively, were employed for the quantum def
of the np 2S1 and2P states. Similarily the potential of 4d
2 2P, shifted by20.010 404 hartree, of 4d 4 2S1 shifted by
20.003 249 hartree, and of 4d 1 2D, shifted by20.009 646
hartree, were employed for calculation of quantum def
functions of thend 2P, 2S1, and 2D states, respectively
These shifts were necessary in order to place the Rydb
states in the correct energy with respect to the ionic state
2.7 bohr. As mentioned previously, thel -character was as
signed on the basis of its predominance in the characte
the ab initio calculated states at the minimum~see Table I!.
The adiabaticab initio potentials forR only up to 4.0 bohr
have been employed, because for largerR the character of
the Rydberg states changes and there are many avo
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE II. Expansion coefficients of the quantum defect functions@cf. Eq. ~7!#.

Coefficient
channel a0 a1 a2 a3 a4

2S1 5s 8.602 13 29.931 98 6.049 68 21.545 03 0.141 843
2S1 6s 14.424 7 218.8000 10.9760 22.762 79 0.255 281
2S1 5p 211.213 3 15.4004 27.985 34 1.806 04 20.150 709
2S1 6p 25.409 06 5.771 96 22.251 67 0.331 433 20.011 767
2P 5p 0.283 308 20.937 593 0.484 541 20.105 776 0.008 565
2P 6p 214.6186 23.9464 214.8475 4.009 89 20.396 864
2S1 4d 2.159 118 22.841 197 1.545 126 20.363 531 0.031 520
2D 4d 2.024 11 22.682 12 1.456 03 20.336 827 0.028 1438
2P 4d 0.071 9865 21.107 86 0.644 331 20.155 330 0.013 384
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crossings in the calculated potentials. In addition the cha
transfer states have not been included in the quantum de
analysis.

The quantum defects obtained at different values ofR,
from 1.8 to 4.0 bohr, are expressed in terms of a polynom
of fourth order.

h i~R!5(
j 50

4

ajR
j . ~7!

The resulting expansion coefficients are given in Ta
II. For thens andnp states, the coefficients for the quantu
defects obtained from the two lowestnll states are given
illustrating the energy dependence of the calculated quan
defect functions corresponding to theab initio curves. For
the nd 2S1, 2P, and 2D states only the 4dl states were
employed. This is because the 5dl states are among th
highestab initio roots and they were not considered as re
able as the lower roots. The above expansions for the q
tum defect functions for the 5s, 5p, and 4d Rydberg states
have been employed for the calculation of the electronic
ergiesE(R) for higher n Rydberg states, forR up to 4.0
bohr.

In Table III vertical transition energies at 2.7 bohr a
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listed for transitions from highernll states to 5s 2S1, cal-
culated from the potentials generated by the above quan
defect calculations, along with experimental values.9 Two
theoretical values of the transition energies are given in Ta
III for the ns and thenp states. The first one was obtaine
using the quantum defects of the lowestnll state while for
the second value the quantum defects of the secondnll state
were also used. As shown in Table III, the energy dep
dence of the quantum defects leads to very similar transi
energies for thenp states, with differences between the tw
theoretical values of only 50– 250 cm21. For thens states
the energy dependence has a bigger effect on the calcu
levels, especially for the 7s and 6s levels, with differences in
the calculated transition energies of 623 cm21 and
1141 cm21, respectively. These results show that the ad
batic potential energy curve of theA 2S1 state is not as
representative for the higherns states as the 5p 3 2S1 state
is for the np 2S1, but the general picture is not altere
There is excellent agreement of the transition energies
tained from the quantum-defect generated potentials with
perimental quantities. Thenp 2S1 and2P states are calcu
lated very close to each other, with the calculatedEP –ES of
16 cm21, for n59, and 30, 60, and 160 cm21 for n58, 7,
the

s

TABLE III. Transition energies from 5s A 2S1 at 2.7 bohr obtained from the potentials generated by
quantum defect calculations. Upper value only the potential of lowest energynl state used~indicated by* !,
lower value the potentials of the second lowest state also used~indicated by** !, see text. Experimental value
~Ref. 9! are given in parentheses, which have been reassigned,s↔d, in the present work.

ns s2S1 npa p 2S1 p 2P nd d 2S1 d 2P d 2D

10 25 609 9 25 096 25 128 8 25 448 25 321 25 454
25 751 25 146 25 162 25 398

~25 030! ~25 030!
9 24 795 8 23 953 24 007 7 24 544 24 335 24 554

25 011 24 032 24 062 24 443
~23 920! ~23 920! ~24 266!

8 23 442 7 21 918 22 020 6 23 028 22 644 23 046
23 796 22 051 22 111 22 823

~21 950! ~21 950! ~22 614!
7 20 947 6** 17 730 17 962 5 20 224 19 412 20 257

21 570 17 951 18 111 19 704
~21 413!b ~17 840! ~17 840! ~20 370!c ~19 425!

6** 15 540 5* 6620 7361 4* 14 348 12 429 14 409
16 681 6620 7361 12 432 ~14 250!

~16 580!b ~6480! ~7216! ~14 205!c ~12 280!
5* 0

aEP2ES : 9.5, 28.7, and 102.4 cm21 for the 8p, 7p, and 6p complexes, respectively~Ref. 9!.
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and 6, respectively~using the values obtained from the qua
tum defect functions with the energy dependence!, with cor-
responding experimental values of 9.5, 28.7, and 102.4 cm21

for n58, 7, and 6, respectively,9 consistent with the treat
ment of these states asnp complexes in the analyses of th
Rydberg spectra.9,10 The 5p 2S1 and 2P states are furthe
apart, by 735 cm21, and accordingly they have been treat
both separately and as forming ap complex in the analyse
of the Rydberg spectra of KrD.8,9

Again, the two nd 2S1 levels of Dabrowski and
Sadovski,9 5d at 16 580 cm21 and 6d at 21 413 cm21, are in
better agreement with levels 6s and 7s, even without the
energy dependence~see Table III! and conversely their 6s
and 7s levels at 14 205 cm21 and 20 370 cm21, correspond
better to the theoretical 4d and 5d 2S1 levels, respectively
~see Table III!. The present results are a direct conseque
of the fact that theA 2S1 state is found in theab initio
calculations to haves character rather than 4d, and the
4 2S1 state is found to have predominantlyd character and
is used as the 4d state in the quantum defect calculations

In Table IV, some further comparisons are made w
available experimental transition energies,8 for transitions
from higher Rydberg states to 5p 3 2S1 and 12P. The ex-
perimental assignments are according to the modificat
proposed subsequently, reassigning thenp upper states to
nd.9 As shown there is excellent agreement between theo
ical transition energies and the experimental for transition
5p 3 2S1. There is only one experimental band reported
transitions with 5p 2P as lower state, at 7100 cm21, as-
signed to 4d 2D→5p 2P,10 for which the theoretical value is
in excellent agreement, at 7047 cm21. Thus except for the
‘‘switching’’ required for the assignments of thend (n
54,5) andns (n56,7) states, in Table III, the present the
retical transition energies are in excellent agreement with
experimental values.

TABLE IV. Transition energies (cm21) obtained from the quantum defec
energies for some bound–bound transitions in KrH, with 5p 3 2S1 and
5p 1 2P as lower states. Experimental values in parentheses.

Upper state DE(→3 2S1 5p) DE(→1 2P 5p)

3 2D (6d) 16 425 15 685
102S1 (6d) 16 407 15 667
6 2P (6d) 16 202~16 138b! 15 462
5 2P (7p) 15 490 14 750
9 2S1 (7p) 15 430 14 690
8 2S1 (7s) 14 949 (14 934b* ) 14 209
2 2D (5d) 13 636 12 896
7 2S1 (5d) 13 603 (13 890b* ) 12 863
4 2P (5d) 13 083~12 944b! 12 343
3 2P (6p) 11 490 10 750
6 2S1 (6p) 11 330 10 591
5 2S1 (6s) 10 060 (10 146b* ) 9320
1 2D (4d) 7788 7047~7100c!
4 2S1 (4d) 7727 (7725b* ) 6987
2 2P (4d) 5811 ~5815b! 5071
1 2P (5p) 740 ~735a! 0
3 2S1 (5p) 0

aReference 10.
bReference 9, assignments of Ref. 10.
b*Reference 10, different assignments.
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In the quantum defect calculations described thus
only Rydberg states converging to the first ionic limit ha
been considered. Therefore the generated potentials give
adiabatic potentials only near the potential well, forR less
than about 4.0 bohr. In order to generate the full adiab
potential energy curves it is necessary to consider the sec
ionic limit, to which the Kr* – H states converge. Such
calculation has been carried out in the present work for
2P states of KrH, involving four channels consisting of 5p
and the 4d 2P Rydberg states and two Kr* – H states, as
obtained in theab initio calculations forR greater than 4.0
bohr. Two ionic limits are employed, the ground stateX 1S1

and the 11P of KrH1. The lack ofab initio data at shortR
for the two repulsive Kr* – H states makes it necessary to u
a constant quantum defect for each of these states, i.e., m
ing the assumption that they rise up parallel to their io
limit. A small constant interaction of 0.02 hartree betwe
the various channels is introduced, as required for
avoided crossings. For a multichannel treatment a gene
zation of Eq.~1! is used.35 The resulting potentials for the2P
states have been plotted in Fig. 3, showing the 5p and 4d 2P
Rydberg states, with the avoided crossings with the Kr* – H
states propagated up to highern levels. Theab initio points
of the lowest three2P states have also been plotted for com
parison while a diabatic potential energy curve for the cha
transfer state, constructed by following through the crossi
with the Rydberg states in the adiabatic potentials, is a
included in Fig. 3, for completeness. Thus it is possible
reproduce the adiabaticab initio potential energy curves, an
to propagate them to highern levels, provided that sufficien
experimental levels are known as well as the potential ene
curves of the relevant ionic limits.

C. Results of the complex coordinate calculations

The ab initio data employed for these calculations ha
been plotted in Fig. 4, where the potential energy curves
the four states, the radial coupling matrix elements betw
pairs of the2S1 states and the rotational–electronic coupli
matrix elements between the 12P and each of the2S1

FIG. 3. Potential energy curves for states of KrH generated by the f
channel quantum defect calculations. Solid circles stand forab initio points.
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states. As shown, the biggest radial coupling interaction
obtained between the two excited2S1 states, and similarly
the biggest rotational–electronic coupling is calculated
tween the 5p 1 2P and 32S1 states. Predissociation ca
occur by interactions with the repulsive ground state.
shown in Fig. 4, theX 2S1 –A 2S1 radial coupling is larger
than theX 2S1 – 3 2S1 in the region of the potential energ
wells, while the rotational electronic couplingX 2S1 – 1 2P
is small in the region of interest~cf. Fig. 4!.

The results of the multi-state vibrational calculations
the X 2S1, A 2S1, 1 2P, andC 2S1 states are summarize
in Tables V and VI for KrH and KrD, respectively. Vibra
tional levels are given for rotational levelN510, in cm21

with respect to the levelv50, N51, along with the square
of coefficients of the above three excited states, the h
widths in atomic units and the corresponding predissocia
lifetimes in seconds. Results for different values ofN, rang-
ing from 1 to 20, can be obtained directly from the autho

As shown in Tables V and VI, there is some mixing
the levels of theA 2S1 and C 2S1 states and there is als

FIG. 4. Ab initio potentials and coupling matrix elements employed in t
four-state complex coordinate calculations.
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interaction with the levels of theB 2P state for high rota-
tional levels ~cf. results forN510). Similar results as for
N510 have been obtained forN520.

The present results do not show the formation of ap
(S1,P) complex in KrH and in KrD as a result of th
rotational–electronic coupling, since even forN520 the
B 2P state does not mix very heavily with theA 2S1 and
C 2S1 states. As mentioned in the Introduction, while t
existence of then.5 np complexes in KrD is necessary fo
the explanation of the observed rotational structure thep
states can be considered as isolated states with equal qu
in the fit as for a 5p complex. It may be of interest to treat b
similar CCR calculations the interactions between the hig
members of the series ofnp complexes in KrD.

As shown in Table V, predissociation is significant
KrH, especially for the levels of theA 2S1 state, and it in-
creases for higher vibrational levels. The calculated h
width for the v50 level of this state is 0.362231025 har-
tree, or a width~G! of 1.59 cm21. This value is about three
times larger than the reported experimental width
0.5 cm21. Predissociation is also important for the levels
the C 2S1 in KrH, but is not significant for the levels of the
B 2P state for N51 while with increasingN ~cf. for N
510 in Table V! it gains some importance. In KrD, predis
sociation is not very significant for low vibrational levels, a
shown in Table VI, even for the2S1 states. The calculated
width for thev50 level ofA 2S1 in KrD is smaller than the
corresponding width in KrH by a factor of 60. This is i
agreement with the experimental observations that the st
of KrH are more predissociated than those of KrD.8

IV. CONCLUSION

In the present work a theoretical study of the Rydbe
states of KrH is presented and where possible the results
compared to experimental observations.Ab initio and quan-
tum defect calculations have been employed and poten
energy curves have been determined fornll Rydberg states
of KrH. The transition energies obtained from the quantu
defect calculations, calculated at an internuclear distanc
f the
TABLE V. Energies, mixing coefficients, half-widths and predissociation lifetimes of vibrational levels o
A 2S1, 3 2S1, and 12P states of KrH, for rotational levelN510.

Ea (cm21) c2(A 2S1) c2(3 2S1) c2(1 2P) G/2 ~hartree! Lifetime~s!

A 2S1 v50 885 0.9993 0.0002 0.0000 0.3235E-05 0.38E-11
A 2S1 v51 3415 0.9978 0.0007 0.0000 0.1114E-04 0.11E-11
A 2S1 v52 5831 0.9959 0.0016 0.0000 0.2261E-04 0.53E-12
3 2S1 v50 7287 0.0009 0.9776 0.0215 0.5414E-06 0.22E-10
1 2P v50 8031 0.0000 0.0214 0.9785 0.8098E-08 0.15E-08
A 2S1 v53 8131 0.9947 0.0015 0.0000 0.3649E-04 0.33E-12
3 2S1 v51 9770 0.0007 0.9737 0.0256 0.4894E-06 0.25E-10
A 2S1 v54 10 307 0.9914 0.0032 0.0003 0.5367E-04 0.23E-12
1 2P v51 10 428 0.0003 0.0256 0.9742 0.5005E-09 0.24E-07
3 2S1 v52 12 112 0.0557 0.9171 0.0270 0.8003E-03 0.15E-11
A 2S1 v55 12 358 0.9314 0.0588 0.0040 0.7165E-04 0.17E-12
1 2P v52 12 710 0.0008 0.0301 0.9691 0.4471E-10 0.27E-06
A 2S1 v56 14 101 0.6116 0.3790 0.0054 0.9929E-04 0.12E-12
3 2S1 v53 14 472 0.3849 0.5799 0.0327 0.1358E-04 0.89E-12
1 2P v53 14 885 0.0049 0.0333 0.9618 0.1357E-06 0.89E-10

aEnergy given with respect218.572 920 hartree.
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TABLE VI. Energies, mixing coefficients, half-widths and predissociation lifetimes of vibrational levels o
A 2S1, 3 2S1, and 12P states of KrD for rotational levelN510.

Ea (cm21) c 2(A 2S1) c 2(3 2S1) c 2(1 2P) G/2 ~hartree! Lifetime~s!

A 2S1 v50 451 0.9998 0.0001 0.0000 0.52454E-07 0.23E-09
A 2S1 v51 2285 0.9994 0.0003 0.0000 0.2265E-06 0.53E-10
A 2S1 v52 4060 0.9989 0.0006 0.0000 0.5429E-06 0.22E-10
A 2S1 v53 5780 0.9985 0.006 0.0000 0.9671E-06 0.13E-10
3 2S1 v50 6863 0.0007 0.9983 0.0055 0.2922E-07 0.41E-09
A 2S1 v54 7442 0.9979 0.0009 0.0000 0.1457E-05 0.83E-11
1 2P v50 7610 0.0000 0.0055 0.9945 0.1575E-09 0.77E-06
3 2S1 v51 8665 0.0048 0.9890 0.0061 0.4703E-07 0.26E-09
A 2S1 v55 9045 0.9932 0.0015 0.0002 0.1950E-05 0.62E-11
1 2P v51 9348 0.0001 0.0062 0.9937 0.1376E-10 0.88E-06
A 2S1 v56 10 586 0.9896 0.0084 0.0001 0.2601E-05 0.47E-11
3 2S1 v52 10 416 0.0008 0.9943 0.0049 0.1347E-09 0.90E-07
1 2P v52 11 028 0.0000 0.0070 0.9930 0.6167E-09 0.20E-08
A 2S1 v57 12 060 0.8840 0.1132 0.0008 0.3815E-05 0.32E-11
3 2S1 v53 12 105 0.1108 0.8814 0.0074 0.1313E-09 0.92E-07
1 2P v53 12 651 0.0000 0.0081 0.9918 0.5789E-08 0.21E-08
A 2S1 v58 13 469 0.9469 0.0503 0.0002 0.5548E-05 0.22E-11
3 2S1 v54 13 735 0.0485 0.9420 0.0093 0.1058E-05 0.11E-10
1 2P v54 14 219 0.0002 0.0093 0.9906 0.3132E-07 0.39E-09

aEnergy given with respect218.574 695 hartree.
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2.7 bohr, which is nearRmin of the Rydberg states, are i
excellent agreement with reported experimental data forns,
np, and nd Rydberg states of KrD.8–10 There is only one
disagreement with the experimental work and this is w
regard to the assignment of the 6s and 7s 2S1 and the 4d
and 5d 2S1 levels. The present quantum defect calculatio
based on thes character calculated for theA 2S1 state of
KrH lead to ans↔d reassignment of the observeds 2S1

andd 2S1 levels.9,10

The results of the four-state complex coordinate calcu
tions involving the ground and the first three excited el
tronic states of KrH~and KrD! yields large predissociation
widths for the2S1 states in KrH but smaller by a factor o
60 in KrD, in agreement with experimental observation8

Only small mixing is found between the levels of the 32S1

and the 12P 5p states, even for high rotational levels, whic
does not explain their consideration as a 5p complex in
KrD.9 However, the 5p states in KrD, unlike the highernp
states, can be equally well considered as isolated states,9 and
with 5p 2P considered as a case~a! state.10

Finally, potential energy curves are presented for
ground and excited electronic states of the cation, KrH1.
Only the ground state is found to have a substantial m
mum while the excited states are either repulsive~the lowest
four excied states! or are metastable, with local minima a
Rmin of the ground state of KrH1.
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